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Abstract ─ The paper presents an efficient method
for the design of printed microstrip circuit with
packaging in mind, referred to as numerical
prepackaging with a Perfectly Magnetic
Conductive (PMC) lid. The method comprises
making the design including the packaging from
the start by using a PMC lid, rather than first
designing the open-aired circuit and thereafter
considering the packaging effect and the often
required retuning of the circuits themselves. By
using an analysis with a PMC lid, the complete
microstrip circuit structure is bounded by the
ground plane, which can be assumed to be a
Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC), and the PMC
lid. The advantage is that no parallel plate modes
can propagate between PEC and PMC plates if the
spacing is smaller than effectively quarter of
wavelength. This provides an ideal numerical
packaging without cavity resonances. At the same
time the computational domain is strongly limited
by the plates so that the computation time is
significantly reduced compared to that of finite
element method (FEM) or finite difference time
domain method (FDTD) requiring the use of
Perfect Matching Layers (PML) for the open-aired
case, and having convergence problems for the
packaged case due to the resonances. By using
numerical packaging with PMC lid, the ideal PMC
lid has to be realized afterwards e.g. by using a lid
of nails. This is still a minor task compared to
existing approaches.

Index terms- Shielded microstrip line, PMC,
PEC, Cavity Resonance, FDTD, FEM.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the design of printed microwave circuits
using numerical methods such as Finite Deference
Time Domain Method (FDTD) [1], Finite Element
Method (FEM) [2], Finite Integral Method [3] or
any volume type formulations, it is necessary to
limit the computational space using virtual
boundaries such as radiation boundaries [4] or
perfect matching boundaries [5]. In order to use
such boundaries some restriction should be
enforced to make valid computations. For
example, it is recommended that the distance
between these boundaries and the actual circuits to
be in order of a quarter wavelengths at the low
frequency to have reliable results. Some of the
perfect matching boundary conditions require
several layers [1] that in some cases would be
eight layers. Such requirement regarding the
distance of the virtual boundaries increases the
overhead of computational time and storage. After
reaching a final circuit design in such way, one
will always need to package the circuit. In order to
have a compact package circuit it is important that
the package cavity be very close to the circuit.
However, such packaging should not affect the
circuit performance. Some engineers might use
resistive loading inside the packaging cavity to
suppress resonances of the cavity appearing within
the operating frequency band. Such a technique
increases the losses and reduces the circuit
efficiency. It would be better if the packaging is
not affecting the circuit efficiency and at the same
time be compact and nearly lossless. However, as
the packaging gets closer to the circuit, packaging
might interact with the circuit and affect its

performance and the designer might find that some
tuning of his circuit is necessary to achieve the
desired performance. Such a tuning may be quite
tedious to perform and requires experience in
designing circuits.
Here, we propose an efficient procedure to
design printed circuits with packaging in mind.
Packaging is needed for mechanical protection,
but also to shield the circuits from outside strong
fields and interference, and to prevent any possible
radiated emissions from the circuit. In some cases
resistive loading inside the package cavity can be
used to suppress high order modes. Here, we
propose, during the initial design to use perfect
magnetic conductor (PMC) lid to shield the circuit
and to consider it as an ideal packaging approach,
which also will confine the computational domain.
From the circuit point of view one might consider
the PMC as an open circuit surface dual to the
perfect electric conductor (PEC) that is a short
circuit surface. Note that a metal surface to a very
good approximation can be considered a PEC in
electromagnetic (EM) field analysis. PMC and
PEC surfaces can be used as boundaries that limit
the computational domain. Since PMC could be
considered as an open circuit, its influence on the
printed circuit is much smaller than a PEC (i.e. a
metal surface). Possible parallel plate waveguide
modes will be suppressed as far as the effective
height of the parallel plates between the ground
PEC and the PMC is less than a quarter
wavelength [6]. One might object on using PMC
as it does not exist in nature, but nowadays we can
artificially realize PMC or high impedance
surfaces or what is referred to as artificial
magnetic conductor (AMC) using periodic

surfaces. There are many ways to realize such
surfaces, but it is important to realize it in a
way that will not increase the losses of the
system. Actually, the PMC lid packaging
relates more to realizing a parallel-plate cutoff (or stopband) between PEC and AMC, and
different ways of realizing this are studied
numerically in [7]. The simplest realization is
in terms of a lid of nails or pins, for which the
practical demonstration of usefulness to packaging
is described in [8].
The PMC prepackaging is a result of research
on soft and hard surfaces originating from a
generalization of the corrugated surfaces used in

corrugated horn antennas. This surface concept
was first defined in 1988, and improved in 1990
[9]. The hard surface was already in 1996 applied
to realize what today is known as cloaking [10].
The original soft surface is a transverse PEC/PMC
strip grid acting as an anisotropic electromagnetic
bandgap (EBG) surface, as explained in [11] and
[12]. The ideal PEC surface, PMC and PEC/PMC
strip grids are in [12] referred to as canonical
surfaces. The use of simplified canonical
representations of advanced periodic surfaces with
many details is very important in conceptual and
numerical work; in conceptual work they improve
physical understanding and creativity, and in
numerical work they are fast and convenient to use
in initial studies. The canonical surface concept
has e.g. resulted in the present PMC prepackaging
approach. Note that canonical representation of the
EBG surface is proposed in [13], although not yet
being so generally applicable as the PEC, PMC
and PEC/PMC strip grid. The EBG surface can
also be used to create parallel-plate cut-off [7].
The concepts of soft and hard surfaces and
canonical surfaces are also the background of the
gap waveguide technology, as introduced in [6],
verified by measurements in [8] and [14], and
studies by plane wave spectral domain solutions in
[15] and by classical subdomain plane wave
expansions in [16]. The latter theoretical work is
extended to more analytic expressions in [16].
There exists three types of gap waveguides; ridge
gap waveguide, groove gap waveguide and
microstrip gap waveguide [18]. The PMC
packaged microstrip line of the present paper is a
kind of microstrip gap waveguide.
In this paper we perform a parametric study
of microstrip transmission lines in the presence of
PMC cover. We look at what is the proper
separation distance between the microstrip lines
and the PMC that does not affect the original
characteristic of the microstrip lines as ideal
transmission line. We also study the effect of the
PMC shielding on microstrip lines that violates the
radiation condition as provided in [19]-[20].
The study shows how the PMC shielding removes
such radiation condition constraints. Also, we look
at some discontinuities that cause radiation losses
from the circuit and how the PMC shielding also
suppress such radiation losses. After that we
introduce a periodic structure that is designed to

realize tthe PMC suurface and compare the ideal
PMC sshielding w
with the reealized artiificial
magneticc conductorr. We bellieve that such
procedurre will elim
minate or at least reducee the
needs foor any tuningg for the priinted circuit after
packaginng. In adddition, the design cann be
performeed in one combined process, which
w
certainlyy will be mucch faster thann what is currrently
performeed (as the circuit is ddesigned inn one
process and the pacckaging in a second proccess).
For the proposed deesign to be implementedd, the
softwaree has to havve the abilitty to modell and
include PMC surrfaces. Theere are seeveral
commerccial software codes that have such
capabilitties. Here, w
we considereed a commeercial
softwaree CST microowave studio [21], whiich is
based oon the volume integrral equationn in
frequenccy and time ddomain.

However, if the cavity hhas a PMC liid, the TMz
moode will be inn cut-off, as well as TEz modes, as
lonng as the cavvity height iss smaller thann a quarter
of tthe wavelenggth, effectiveely. Thereforre, the first
resonance will appear at a much high frequency
EC lid case.. The PMC concept is
thaan for the PE
rathher new, so
s it is nnot possiblee to find
funndamental reesults like ressonance freqquencies of
connducting cavvities with PM
MC lids. Theerefore, we
willl here presennt the formuulas together with those
of a conductingg cavity withh PEC lid. T
To that end
we consider ann ideal rectanngular cavityy with PEC
flooor and sidew
walls, and eitther a PEC or
o PMC lid
at a height h abbove the flooor, and the cavity has a
dieelectric layer of thickness t at the floorr, as shown
in F
Fig. 1. The cavity
c
planarr dimensionss are a x b,
andd ε1 is the reelative permiittivity of thee dielectric
subbstrate.

II. Com
mparison off resonancee frequenciies of
C
Cavities with
h PEC or P
PMC Lids
Usually, printed circuits aree packagedd in
conductiing cavity, i.e. the circuuit is locatedd in a
metal bbox so thatt it is surrrounded byy six
conductiing walls (grround plane,, four conduucting
sidewallss and a connducting lid). This createes an
inhomoggeneous caviity as show
wn in Fig. 11, i.e.
being fi
filled with a dielectricc substrate layer
located on
o the grounnd plane walll and with m
metal
traces onn the other side
s
of it. Thhe height h oof the
cavity iss suggested too be higher tthan the substrate
surface bby 5 or 4 tim
mes substrate thickness in order
not to afffect the chaaracteristic im
mpedances of
o the
microstriip lines, annd not to iinteract withh the
circuit, and in turnn not to afffect the desiigned
circuit pperformance.. Since thee total heigght is
usually small, a trannsverse maggnetic TMz m
mode
with mainly z-directted electric field
f
is suppoorted.
This maakes the firrst resonancce of the cavity
c
determinned by the diimensions off the ground-plane
of the caavity. If the cavity moddes are withiin the
operatingg frequency band of the circuit, the ccavity
will interract stronglyy with the circcuit and distoort its
characterristics. The effect is in particular severe
when ppackaging aactive compponents suchh as
mixers, oscillators
o
annd amplifierss. The cavityy may
be loadeed with resiistive sheetss or absorbeers in
order to suppress the resonances.

Figg.1 Partially filled cavityy with PEC base and
sideewalls, and (a)
( PEC lid and (b) PM
MC lid. The
sideewalls are not shown.

Thee resonance frequenciess can for thhe PEC lid
casse be obtainned by solviing the trannscendental
dispersion equaations, in [222] for kz, i.ee. for TMx
moode:
tan k

tan k
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cot k
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k

Sim
milar equatioons can be deerived for thhe PMC lid
casse, taking thee form:
for TMx modes: for
f TMx modees:
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and where n and m are integer numbers.
For a homogeneous cavity there exist closed form
expressions for the resonant frequencies, which for
the TMz case is given as:
 l  2  n  2  m  2 
PEC
f (GHz ) mnl
    
 
  , l  0, 1, 2 , m  1, 2 , n  1, 2 
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Table I shows the first resonance in a cavity with
different dimensions and different dielectric
materials, computed from the above formulas. For
a homogenized cavity the base dimensions of the
cavity determine the first resonant frequency when
the cover is PEC, but the height determines the
first resonance frequency when the cover is PMC.
In both cases the height must be much smaller
than the cavity base dimensions and smaller than a
quarter of a wave length. It is in our interest to
show results when the cavity is partially filled with
dielectric substrate and the separation between the
dielectric surface and the top is small. The results
are shown in Table 1 for different separation

distances ranging from 2t (i.e. h = 3 mm) to 4t (i.e.
h = 5 mm). We see that the size of the cavity base
and the dielectric loading determines the first
resonance for the PEC case, and again the cavity
height and the permittivity determine the first
resonance for the PMC case. It can also be seen
that the resonance frequency decrease when the
permittivity increases and when the separation
between the substrate and the lid increases. The
resonances for the PMC lid case are 3 to 5 times
higher than those of the PEC case.

II. PMC Packaging Examples for
Microstrip circuits
First, we consider a simple 50 Ω microstrip line as
a two port device, and we use waveguide ports in
CST in order to have perfect match to the
microstrip line ports. We need this perfect match
in order to get good accuracy in determining the
reflection coefficient and associated transmission
losses. The computational domain is bounded by
the radiation box as suggested by the software
developer. Thereafter, the PMC is added with
different separations between the substrate surface
and the PMC. Notice that the upper bound of the
computational domain now is bounded by the
PMC, and there is no need for any upper radiation
boundary. However, the side walls of the
computational domains are still bounded by what
is suggested by the software developer. The
computational domain is now limited between the
ground plane and the PMC. This reduces the
computational domain a lot. To make simple
design guide, the separation distance will be
related to the physical substrate thickness and
transmission line width, but we have to keep in
mind that this distance must be smaller than the
quarter of a wavelength of the upper frequency to

Table: I First resonance frequency in GHz of a cavity with PEC lid and PMC lid, with a substrate thickness t =1mm
cavity base
a x b (mm)
50 x 50
50 x 60
60 x 60

ε1
1.0
2.3
10.2
1.0
2.3
10.2
1.0
2.3
10.2

h = 5 mm
PEC lid
PMC lid
4.243
15.588
3.994
15.329
3.832
14.274
3.905
15.588
3.677
15.260
3.528
14.224
3.536
15.588
3.329
12.277
3.195
14.182

h = 4 mm
PEC lid PMC lid
4.243
19.224
3.930
18.781
3.724
16.525
3.905
19.224
3.618
18.729
3.429
16.497
3.536
19.224
3.275
18.677
3.106
16.469

h = 3 mm
PEC lid
PMC lid
4.243
25.357
3.820
24.281
3.538
18.982
3.905
25.357
3.517
24.246
3.258
18.970
3.536
25.357
3.184
24.211
2.951
18.956

make sure that the high order moodes of the cavity
c
will not be exciteed. Several parameterss are
considerred such as tthe permittivvity and thickkness
of the suubstrate.
a)
I
Insertion
losses: Heree we consideer an
example of a 20 mm
m long 50 Ω microstripp line
with a suubstrate thicckness t = 0.635 mm andd two
differentt relative permittivities of
o 10.2 and 6.15
and losss tangent 0.0027. Thhe conductoor is
considerred to be copper. T
The transmiission
coefficieent S21 is shoown versus frrequency in F
Fig. 2
for threee cases; opeen, with PEC
C at 4t from
m the
substratee and, PMC. It can be seeen that packaaging
eliminatees the radiattion losses w
which is largge for
the openn case above 18 GHz. Hoowever, the PMC
packaginng provides smaller inseertion losses than
both the open and PE
EC cases. Itt can also bee seen
that highher permittivity cause largger insertionn loss.
It shouldd be mentiooned that based on [6]], the
microstriip line will hhave radiationn losses if:

f G
GHz   t mm
m  2.14  r

b)
Charaacteristic IImpedancee: Fig. 3
shoows the vvariation oof the chharacteristic
imppedance withh frequency ffor the PMC lid located
at different heeights abovve the substtrate. As
exppected, the chharacteristic impedance inncreases as
thee PMC lid geets closer to the line, beecause then
thee electric fiellds becomess more confiined to the
linee so that its eeffective widdth is reducedd. As such,
thee characteristtic impedance increasess since the
chaaracteristic impedance value is inversely
prooportional tto the effeective widthh of the
miccrostrip line. The results indicate thatt a 3-4 t air
gapp is sufficcient to keeep the chharacteristic
imppedance the ssame as the oopen case (noo lid).

(5)

which coorresponds too 10.8 GHz when the rellative
permittivvity is 10.2 annd 8.4 GHz when
w
it is 6.115.

Fig. 2. Innsertion lossess of a straightt microstrip linne for
different packaging casses, and for tw
wo different reelative
permittiviities.

Fig. 3. Effect of the PMC liid on the charaacteristic
impedancce of the microostrip line, g = h-t.

c)
Bendeed microstrrip line: A microstrip
linee of 20 mm
m length andd having a right
r
angle
bennd is shown in Fig. 4a. T
The bend is mitered at
thee corner to reeduce the efffect of the discontinuity
at tthe bend. It should be m
mentioned that physical
miccrostrip line discontinuitiies can be deesigned for
minnimum refleections, butt radiation losses are
alw
ways inevitabble. Here, tw
wo cases are cconsidered.
Onne with a thinn substrate (tt = .25 mm; εr = 2.2, w
= .88mm) and thhe other withh a thicker suubstrate (t =
0.8815 mm; εr = 3.38, w = 1.85 mm)). Fig. 4b
shoows the com
mparison betw
ween the thinn substrate
casse and the thick substrrate case under
u
open
conndtion and allso the thick substrate coovered with
PM
MC at 3h. It can be seenn that the P
PMC cover
rem
moved any kkind of radiaation loss annd provides
an overall betteer insertion loss,
l
even foor the open
thinn case.

freqquency bandd of 1:2. Thhe S21 compputed for a
righht angle bennded microstrrip line coveered by the
lid of nails is sshown in Figg. 5c. We ssee that the
banndwidth is ssimilar to thhe bandwidthh obtained
from the disperrsion diagram
m. We also ssee that the
MC case. A
losses are veryy close to thhe ideal PM
parrameter studyy of the stoppband can bbe found in
[7].

Fig.4(a): Bended microostrip line

Fig. 5. (a) Geeometry of the bended microostrip line in
a cavity withh metallic sideewalls and lid of nails
450
400

IIII. Realizatioon of PMC Packagingg
PMC is not a naturral materialss so it has tto be
realized artificially. One methood to realizee the
PMC lidd is using a liid of periodicc conducting nails
[23] as sshown in Figg. 5a. The arrtificially reaalized
AMC suurfaces have limited banddwidth, unlikke the
PEC thaat is a good approximatiion of conduucting
metal suurfaces at alll microwave frequencies. The
lid of naails consists of nails connnected to a solid
ground pplane which then is turnned up-side-ddown.
The maggnetic surfacce appears att the open ennd of
the nailss, due to a transformatiion of the w
waves
from thee shorted endd of the nailss to the openn end.
The wavves will in thhe nail layer propagate m
mainly
along thee nails, indeppendent of thhe angle of aarrival
on the naails surface.
T pin struccture is perioodic, and therrefore
The
one cell can be analyyzed by usinng the eigenm
mode
solver off CST. The dispersion diiagram of suuch an
infinite pperiodic naill surface oveer a smooth m
metal
surface is shown inn Fig. 5b. We see thaat the
structuree is providingg a stop bandd of parallel--plate
modes (ii.e. it is actinng as an AM
MC surface) oover a

350

 in rad / m

Fig.4(b): Comparison between bendded microstripp line
on thin or thick substrrates, open and with PMC liid 3t
aboove substrate.
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Fig. 5. (b) Diispersion diagrram obtained for unit cell
of periodic ppin with a = 3m
mm and p = 6.75mm.

Fig. 5. (cc) Simulated S21 of the righht angle
microstrip linne with differeent a and the saame a/p.

We noow consideer an exaample withh an
inhomoggeneous nonnrectangular cavity withh the
same rigght angle bennded microstrrip line, as shhown
in Fig. 6a.
6 Howeverr, here the m
microstrip liine is
printed oon a GaAs suubstrate withh permittivityy 12.9
and loss tangent 0.0006 at 10 GH
Hz, and thicknness t
= 50 μm
m. The 50 Ω microstrip liine has a widdth of
30 μm. The dispersiion diagram from one ccell is
shown inn Fig. 6b. S21 versus freequency is shhown
in Fig. 6c.
6 Fig. 6c sshows the peerformance oof the
three diffferent cases;; open, PEC lid, and PMC
C lid.
We see that the P
PMC lid givves the sm
mallest
insertionn loss, and thhe PEC lid ccurve shows some
resonancces within thee frequency bband.

F 6(c) S21 off the right anglle microstrip line for the
Fig.
oppen case, PEC lid, PMC lid, and inverted ppyramidalshaped pinn lid.

IV. C
Computatioon Summarry

Fig. 6. (aa) Geometry off the bended m
microstrip linee in an
inhomogeenously filled nonrectangulaar cavity with metal

A
All the com
mputations m
mentioned soo far were
donne with CST
T Microwave Studio. Tablle II shows
thee number off mesh cells used for thhe different
casses. For the PEC lid, PM
MC lid, and open case,
we made a coomparison bbased on thhe required
num
mber of cellls. Howeverr, the open ccase needs
maatching layerrs, and the number
n
of ceells in this
layyer is not included in the number. CS
ST does not
proovide the celll numbers in
i the matchhing layers
thaat is actually five layers inn the present case. Still,
from the CPU ttime shown iin Table III, w
we see that
thee open case nneeds almost twice the CP
PU time of
thee PMC lid caase when thee PMC is at a height of
2t.
Taable II : Com
mparison of Mesh cell nnumbers for
diffferent simulatiion cases

6000

 in rad / m

5000

4000

Simuulation case
(Bended microstrip linne)

Total
Mesh cells

O
Open case (witthout matchingg layers)

258763

PMC lid (aat a distance oof t )

251550

PMC lid (at a distance of 2 × t)

301860

PEC lid (at a distance of 3 × t)

473616

P
Pin lid case (a = 3mm, p = 6..75 mm)

773616

3000

2000

1000

0

0

20

40

6
60

80

100 120 140
1
160 180 200

Frequency in Ghz
z

Fig. 6. (b)) dispersion diagram obtainned from the foor one
cell with inverted pyraamidal-shapedd pins that prrovide
the widerr bandwidth thhan the rectanggular pins

Table IIII Comparison of CPU tiime for differrent
sim
mulation casess

Simulationn case
(bennded micosrrtrip line)

Simulattion
timee

PMC lid (at a disttance of 2t)

2 min 422 sec

PEC llid (at a disttance of 3t)

3 min 100 sec

Open (with 5 m
matching
layers))

4 min 488 sec

Pin Lid (a = 3 mm
m, p = 6.75
mm)

7min 122 sec

Fig. 7. Mannufactured miccrostrip filter aand the
measuremennt results

Ass seen from the measureement resultts of fig.7,
ideeal PMC annd the pin lidd packagingg provides
a good
g
filter rresponse. On
O the otherr hand, for
thee open casee and smootth metal lidd case, the
ressponse of thhe filter is distorted w
within the
passs band whiich of coursse is not desired. The
dettails of this work can bee found in [24].
VI. CON
NCLUSION
N

V. P
PACKAGIING OF PR
RACTICAL
L
MICRO
OSTRIP FIL
LTER
As a prooof of previiously menttioned PMC
C and
pin lid ppackaging cconcept, we manufacturred a
3rd ordeer microstrrip coupledd line banddpass
filter annd studied thhree packagging cases: open
or unpaackaged casse, smooth metal pacckage
case, annd pin lid paackaging caase. Fig. 7 shhows
the fabbricated m
microstrip filter and the
obtainedd measurem
ment results. Please notee that
the plot for PMC caase in fig. 7 is the simuulated
result where
w
as the other threee plots aree the
measureed results.

Ann efficient m
method for the design of printed
miccrostrip circcuit with paackaging in mind was
preesented. Thee results shoowed that thee presented
PM
MC prepackaaging conceppt is more aappropriate
thaan PEC packaging regardless of the
com
mputational efficiency bbecause of the wider
banndwidth that can be provvided by the PMC, and
in particularly for packagging of largge printed
circcuit boards. Engineers can use shhorter time
durring the design process and
a optimize the circuit
alreeady from thhe start with the packaginng in mind.
Aft
fter having designed withh ideal PMC
C, the PMC
cann be realized by e.g. the bbed of nails. T
This can be
dessigned for a large stopbannd using sim
mple design
rulees or the dessign curves iin [7] to operate within
thee frequency bband of inteerest. Largerr stopbandwiddths can bbe achievedd by usingg inverted
pyrramidal-shapped pins, orr mushroom
ms (patches
witth via holes)..
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